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Student Samples and Interpretations
Section 1: Place Value
1. Draw a tens frame or tens block (MAB block)
Prestructural: random number of squares, not arranged in to correct number of rows or columns

Emergent: correct number of rows or columns, but not both

Partial structural: can draw 10, but not also keep the structure of rows and columns
These three attempts are from the same child:

Structural: all of these are fine, however the dots on the images show that the child needed to check.
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2. Put these numbers in their right spots on the number line below:

1

2,

3,

8
10

Equal spacing of initial numbers without regard for their size:

Rote counting of the numbers without considering how far it is to 10: Often 8 ends up in the middle.
These examples are both from year 7 students.

Two and three are too close to the one, eight is too close to ten:

Structural spacing:
Student thought about what might be central first, then spaced roughly from there. Ignore number
reversals and neatness. The samples below (first from a five-year-old, second from a ten-year-old)
show remarkable similarity in placement. The five-year-old shows number reversals in the 3, 5, 7 and
9, yet still has structural spacing of the numbers.
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3. Some numbers are missing from the hundreds chart below. Fill them in.

26

Rote Counting in tens, or in ones: These samples are from year six.

Note: the bottom left corner always seems to cause the most trouble.

4. Put these numbers onto the line below in their right spots:

1

10, 100
1000

Equal spacing of initial numbers without regard for their size:

100 in the middle:
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500 in the middle, but 100 at the one-quarter point:

Finally, watch out for 100 being placed really close to 1000.
Structural or proportional spacing:
Consideration of the size of 100 compared to 1000, whether or not the 500 in marked on the line.
Sometimes students put other numbers on to help break up the line (e.g. 500, 250) or sometimes
they just estimate, but the 100 is between 1/15 and 1/6 of the distance to 1000. The two examples
below are close enough.
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5. Draw these amounts (e.g. that number of blocks):

18

18.7

Digit fixation:
Forming the digits from squares or blocks rather than considering the quantity of blocks. The
example below is a student trying a similar question, but with 23.

Decimal issues:
Thinking decimal numbers are the same size as whole numbers: Often there is a separation
between the same-sized blocks with a space, line or “decimal point”. The following images are from
students in years 7 and 10.

Thinking all decimal fractions are halves, quarters or eighths: Often students show 7 halves, 7
quarters or 7 eighths.

There are 8 parts
here, with one
crossed out: 7/8
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Confusing the denominator with decimal numbers: in this question, students would draw sevenths.
Decimal numbers are somehow smaller, but no explanation: in cases like these, ask students to
explain how they would make the little blocks if they could cut any of them up. It is surprising how
many students say quarters. Also, be aware that some students think “quarters” are just all fractions
smaller than halves. For example, thirds would be “three quarters” and sevenths would be “seven
quarters”.

Structural or proportional sizing: Sometimes students draw a magnified block, so just check what
they have drawn. This includes a student who measures the block in mm or similar to break it up.

Measured in mm
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6. Write a number in each box that would be in that position on the number line:

200

1200
400

1200

Errors in strategy:
Halve the end number, regardless of the starting number: This is an issue more of using a
memorised strategy inappropriate than a misconception. While it should be challenged by asking the
student to place other hundreds on the line, it should self-correct fairly quickly.

Halve the end number, then add to the starting number: Again, this is more of a strategy error than
a misconception.

Misconceptions that need further checks:
500 always goes in the middle: In this case, 500 is also half of the gap of 1000. This can be a
significant issue, so check with other lines that do not have a gap of 1000 (e.g. 200-1400) to see what
happens.

1000 is in the middle: This is a significant issue and the student needs to be checked on relative size
to smaller amounts.
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Number lines always start at 0 or 100: Please note that in this case the student would need to
understand negative numbers in order to be able to complete the task. In year 4 I find that this is
usually around 20-25% of students in a class. Often that proportion is still the same in year 7 and 8,
which is concerning.

Copy the numbers from the lines nearby: This response is significantly concerning and relative size
should be checked from 1-1000.

Section 2: Visualising operations
7. Draw a picture for each of the following operations to show what they mean, if they were
made out of squares. For example, you might draw a number of squares, then cross some out
or add extras in a different colour to show the operation.

5+4

5-4

5x4

5÷4

No visual image for operations: Students’ models look identical for each operation, or they use dots
to “make” the digits of the operations (see 5 x 10 photograph below).
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Multiplication issues:
Additive model: using groups (including tallies). This is not a misconception, however students do
need to move to more multiplicative models (arrays, area) in order to understand many concepts
past year five. It is very common for students to have an additive model for multiplication and no
model for division.

Multiplicative models: this is what we are hoping that students’ models look like.

Division issues:
All division is halving: All the examples below are from students in years 6-8. While some have just
written or drawn ½, others have halved the five, or multiplied first then halved the answer.
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Dividend becomes the denominator: In this case, 5 (dividend) has become the denominator for a
unit fraction.

Thinking division is multiplication:
These students get an answer of 20 for both 5x4 and 5÷4.

Correct: The following models are all correct, however they show different levels of understanding
Groups model with remainders
The following images show both Partition and Quotition models. Both are correct. In this case
though, both show remainders rather than fractions or decimals.
Partition: 5 divided into 4 equal groups, 1 left over

Quotition: 5 divided into groups of 4, 1 left over
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Models with fractions:

Models with areas to link with multiplicative thinking:
In this case a student would draw a rectangle with a total area of five squares, but with one side that
had four squares, and the other side with 1 ¼ squares. As none of the students sampled showed this
thinking, here is an image to demonstrate what it would look like.
1

4

¼
This particular model allows teachers to link division strongly with fractions and also build thinking
that is useful for algebraic reasoning later. It also links with area concepts in measurement.
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Section 3: Visualising fractions and decimal numbers
8. Draw thirds on the following rectangles in as many ways as you can. Cross off any that don’t
work. Put a question mark on any that you are unsure of.

Thirds means three of any fraction: Please note, many students think any fractions parts are called
quarters, so they would call thirds “three quarters”.

First two show routine ways to make thirds, then any three pieces are thirds after that:

Find the mid-point: Either of one of the sides, or the centre of the rectangle, then join the lines to the
corners.
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Correct: Proportional reasoning: This 12-year-old student is clearly showing an understanding of the
size of the part to the whole rather than considering shape or the number of parts. For a number of
the fractions, the student has identified 1/3, then broken the remaining 2/3 into halves to form
different shapes. Each of the fractions drawn below is very close to accurate and shows advanced
proportional reasoning.

9. Find one half, one quarter and one third of each of the following numbers if possible. If you
can’t do it, put a cross next to the number and explain why you think it can’t be done.
10, 24, 9, 8
Difficulty with fractions that will not form whole numbers: Sometimes students are ok with halves
as decimal numbers but not others as well (see below: the first student was fine with finding ¼ of 10
but not 1/3 of 10; the second student just thought all questions without a whole number quotient
were not possible).

Dividend becomes the denominator:
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Correct model using decimal fractions: Sometimes students use decimal fractions to find halves,
quarters and thirds.

Correct models using mixed numerals or improper fractions:
Students could also express the answers as mixed numerals or improper fractions. Here are the
answers for 10, 9 and 8:

10:

5

2 ½ or 5/2

3 1/3 or 10/3

9:

4 ½ or 9/2

2 ¼ or 9/4

3

8:

4

2

2 2/3 or 8/3

Questions 10 and 11 tend to show similar trends, so will be dealt with together.
10. Put these numbers in their right spots on the number line below:

0
11. Put these numbers in their right spots on the number line below:

-2

1

1

/2

/2

2

/3

- /3
2

3

/2 0.23

3

/2

2
2

Equal spacing without relative size: Students in this category tend to equally space any fractions that
they are given out along the line. Sometimes these are in the correct order and sometimes they are
not. Sometimes they have small partitions between them.
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Half is always in the middle:

2/3 is the same as 0.23 or 3/2: The samples below have been cropped to show only the portion of
the number line with this misconception.

3/2 is bigger than 2:

½ means half way between 1 and 2:

-2/3 is closer to 0 than -1:
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Correct proportional reasoning: This student shows a strong understanding of the relative size of
proportions. The mid-point of each line has clearly been marked, but is not labelled with a number
(for the first line the mid-point would be 1 and for the second it would be 0). The student has
proportioned the remaining fractions fairly accurately in the space.
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